TLG CONFERENCE CALL SUMMARY
April 22, 2004
Participants:
Paul Woods
Bill Adams
Phillip Cernera
Rob Spafford

Rogers Hardy
Bill Rust
Ed Moreen
Nick Zilka

This summary provides the salient issues. These notes are intended to capture key topics, conclusions, and next
steps and not the nuances of the discussion.

Agenda Items:
Discussion of preparations for the upcoming Basin Commission meeting May 12:
The TLG will update the Commission on the following:
• The CWA Grant application RFP,
• A summary of the current CWA grant application,
• The Lake Information and Education program, with a request that the
Commission endorse it so staff can “take it on the road”,
• Lake monitoring information.
Bill Rust will contact John Snider about the Lake I&E program.
There is a Water Treatment PFT call today at 9:00.
Bill Adams noted the treatability water samples have been collected and shipped. The
hydrogeologic and preparation of cross-sections and maps is underway. URS will have
an update on the call this morning. INEEL is updating the Canyon Creek proposal. MSE
will provide an update on the Nevada Stewart work. BLM will provide an update on
Sidney and Constitution projects. Bill will discuss a technology paper that may have
application in Canyon Creek.
Stream Bank PFT update:
Nick Zilka is meeting with the State and with USFWS to resolve permitting concerns.
The project is coming together. He will complete discussions with the regulatory
agencies, then schedule a PFT meeting and report back to the PFT.
Mine and Mill Sites (Upper Basin Source Areas) PFT
There has been no recent activity, but Bill Adams says activity will soon increase. His
contractors are preparing to do designs for previously prioritized sites (Sisters, Rex,
Golconda). The PFT will be involved in document review.
Box PFT?
The question was raised as to whether a new PFT should be formed to address issues in
the Box. The group’s preference was to wait for an update from the Box group, then
determine how best to assist in this work.
Repository PFT
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This group may meet on a date near the Basin Commission meeting.
Human Health - Recreation Areas PFT
A publicity event is being developed and scheduled for the opening of the East-of-RoseLake site.

Round Table:
There was no round table.
Thank you for your participation.
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